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Abstract
In this thesis, for the first time the performance of Open IE systems on
conversational data has been studied. Due to lack of test datasets in this
domain, a method for creating the test dataset covering a wide range of conversational data has been proposed. Conversational text is more complex
and challenging for relation extraction because of its cryptic content and ungrammatical colloquial language. As a consequence text simplification has
been used as a remedy to empower Open IE tools for relation extraction.
Experimental results show that text simplification helps OLLIE, a state of
the art for relation extraction, find new relations, extract more accurate
relations and assign higher confidence scores to correct relations and lower
confidence scores to incorrect relations for most datasets. Results also show
some conversational modalities such as emails and blogs are easier for relation extraction task while people reviews on products is the most difficult
modality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

In past human could only interact and communicate with the people they
know by speaking or writing letters about events, concepts and ideas. With
the invention of internet and prevalence of email systems, blogs, fora discussions and social networking, now people who even dont know each other can
participate in different conversations and discuss their thoughts, feelings and
opinions. They can ask any question in social streams or online discussion
groups and find the answer by reading and analyzing the comments posted
by different people around the world. They can discuss new products and
services and make an informed decision.
The conversational data is growing in an exponential rate. Everyday new
reviews are written and new discussions are ongoing in social media about
products, services and events and nobody is able to read them all and make
an informative summary of them. People may want to join a discussion held
by more than 100 people and need to know what details have been discussed
by the time they joined. To take advantage of this massive conversational
data, we need new tools to help us summarize and find relevant information.
To help people find what is closer to their information need, we need new
tools to deal with this data explosion. To effectively manage, summarize,
search and find relevant information, structured knowledge is required. Relation extraction is the task of finding relationships between entities in text
and is an effective way to convert unstructured text data such as blogs, web
pages, news, scientific literature, and online reviews into structured knowledge. This structured knowledge offers users and organizations an effective
and novel way to get and analyze the information they need to achieve their
goals.
There are many other scenarios in which we are interested in discovering
relationships within a set of entities in documents. Relations can be used
for finding gene-disease relationships [16], finding the relationships between
drugs, genes/proteins and diseases [28], question answering [48, 58], summarization [51], automatic database generation, intelligent document searching,
1
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ranking and indexing [3], ontology population [39, 43, 55, 58], and finding
protein-protein interactions [29, 33].

1.2

Open Information Extraction and Its
Challenges

In Traditional Information Extraction (IE), the relation of interest has to be
specified in advance. One has to provide those systems with new extraction
patterns or training examples for new relations. These systems require one
pass over corpus for each relation and hence, they are not scalable with
the size and variety of the web corpus [5]. Open IE systems address this
problem by extracting relations from arbitrary sentences without requiring
domain-specific knowledge and target relations in advance [5].
Open IE systems are scalable in a sense that they extract various relations in a single pass or few numbers of passes over the corpus [5]. State
of-the-art Open IE systems such as ReVerb [24], WOE [62], OLLIE [38],
SONEX [42], TreeKernel [63], EXEMPLAR [19] extract web-scale information in the format of relational tuples (arg1; rel; arg2 ) in which the relation
phrase rel expresses a relation between arg1 and arg2.
There are many challenges in extracting semantic relationships between
entities. The most important one is the variety of relation forms which makes
it very difficult to be effictively learnt through machine learning approaches
or to be captured through regular expressions and rule based systems: Relations can be synonymous [5, 48, 64], negated [40], n-ary [40], conditionally
true [38], infrequent [21], or implicit [63]; They can have light verb constructs
[24], non-contiguous relation phrases [24], or subsume other relations [58].
Not only relation forms are various but also their arguments. Arguments
can also be synonymous and have different forms. They can be a Noun
Phrase (NP) [24, 38, 62], a Named Entity (NE) [19, 42], or even a sentence1 .
All these challenges have been addressed in the literature but each relation extraction approach tackles a subset of these problems. Long, compound and complex sentences pose new challenges and make current extraction approaches considerably less effective. These tools fail to find all
the relations when a sentence contains relative clause modifier, referent, or
relative relations [24].
Open IE can be utilized to convert the massive amount of available
conversational data into structured knowledge and as a consequence help
1

[15] introduced nested relations in which one of the arguments is a sentence.

2
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us summarize, search and find relevant information. But conversational
text poses new challenges for Open IE due to its specific characteristics
including cryptic content, lots of abbreviations, ungrammatical and informal
language. The problems arise from difficulty in parsing the sentence at the
preprocessing step to extracting relations themselves.

1.3

Conversational Data and New Challenges

Conversational data is growing in an exponential rate in the forms of Emails,
blogs, reviews, meeting records, or posts in social streams [9]. This data is
an invaluable source of information. It provides organizations and people
with public feelings and opinions towards new products, services, and events
[45]. As a consequence, there is an ongoing research on conversational data
in order to represent the content of these conversations in an informative
way to summarize them, find the relevant information and the content worth
reading e.g. [35, 41, 44, 57].
Sentences in conversational data such as social streams, chat logs, blogs
and Email threads are complex and noise-prone [9]. They often have an
ungrammatical colloquial language, more abbreviations, and may not state
the full relation which is often assumed in relation extraction task. Hence
they pose new challenges and make current extraction approaches considerably less effective. There is another challenge in applying these techniques
designed for extracting relations from non-conversational well-written text
to conversational text. Performance of these techniques depends on the
output of preprocessing steps such as Part Of Speech (POS) tagging, NP
chunking, NE tagging and dependency parsing whose accuracy degrade for
conversational text. About 8% of missed extractions and 7-32% of incorrect
extractions in ReVerb, WOE-parse and OLIIE are due to incorrect parsing [24, 62]. Apart from these challenges, sentences can be simplified by
following a set of lexical and syntactic rules [14, 18, 52] or log-linear models [4]. Text simplification can improve the accuracy of preprocessing steps
[13, 14, 52] as well as relation extraction by breaking down each complex
sentence into semantically equivalent shorter sentences.

1.4

Text Simplification

Text simplification is the process of simplifying texts while preserving their
meaning and information to increase understandability or make it easier to
process by computers [4]. Text simplification can be syntactic or lexical. To
3
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simplify texts lexically difficult words are substituted by easier words. For
syntactic simplification, a set of rules [14, 18, 52] or log-linear models [4] can
be utilized to simplify sentences by breaking down them into shorter and
simpler sentences.
Text simplification has been studied as a preprocessing step for several
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as relation extraction [33],
semantic role labelling (SRL) [61], machine translation [46], summarization
[53], and improving the accuracy of parsers [13, 52]. Preprocessing text to
simplify it has been inspired by the fact that performance of these systems
rapidly deteriorates as the length and complexity of the sentence increases
[13, 33].
Most of the errors in parsing are due to long, complex, and ambiguous
sentences and it has been shown that text simplification and compression
eases summarization by converting complex long sentences into shorter sentences and dropping non-essential information [53]. Performance of Open IE
systems depends on the output of preprocessing step such as POS tagging,
NP chunking, NE tagging and dependency parsing whose accuracy degrade
for complex conversational text. Syntactically simplifying texts will lead to
more accurate sentence level analysis and hence a more accurate relation
extraction.
Jonnalagadda and Gonzalez [33] showed that sentence simplification considerably helps relation extraction in the domain of biomedical texts which
usually have longer sentences with more abbreviations and relative clauses
than less specialized and less technical texts like news. As opposed to scientific literature in which sentences are grammatically correct, sentences in
conversational texts are not well-written. They are noise-prone and contain
ungrammatical text with much cryptic content. But in both domains, more
abbreviations than general text are used. As a consequence, we hypostatize
that text simplification may be of benefit in the domain of conversational
data as well. It is much more challenging to extract correct relations from
compound, long and syntactically ambiguous sentences. By breaking down
sentences into shorter and simpler sentences, we empower relation extraction tools to extract more relations and the extracted relations will be more
accurate.

1.5

Problem Statement and Contribution

The purpose of this study is to investigate the performance of open relation
extraction tools on conversational data for the first time and suggest meth4
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ods to tackle the challenges faced in this domain. In particular, the effect of
text simplification before relation extraction will be evaluated in the domain
of conversational texts. For this purpose, first a test dataset covering a wide
range of conversational data and sentences has been populated from different corpora. The dataset creation approach has been described in details in
chapter 3. Then the performance of Ollie, a state of the art for relation extraction, will be evaluated on the test dataset sampled from Emails, tweets,
product reviews and blogs corpora before and after simplification based on
the number of extracted relations, the accuracy of extracted arguments and
relation phrases, and confidence score of extracted relations. We refer to
the later system (OLLIE using text simplification as a preprocessing step)
as OLLIE-Simplified. For simplification TriS has been utilized to syntactically simplify sentences before relation extraction [4]. There are other Open
IE tools such as TreeKernel, SONEX and EXEMPLAR with better reported
accuracy than OLIIE. We were not able to use them for our datasets due to
the fact that they extract relations between named entities and were able
to extract less than five relations from each dataset while OLIIE extract
hundreds of relations between noun phrases. In addition, TreeKernel limits
the domain of its usage because of its supervised approach.
We show text simplification is of great benefit in empowering relation
extraction in the domain of conversational data. Experimental results show
that after text simplification by TriS, OLLIE-Simplified outperforms OLLIE in terms of accuracy and informativeness of confidence score. It assigns
higher confidence scores to correct relations and in most cases lower confidence scores to incorrect relations. Experimental results also suggest that
a new system which utilizes the union of extracted relations of two systems
will outperform both systems, OLLIE and OLLIE-Simplified, in terms of
recall since each system can find distinct relations not found by the other
one.
In summary the three main contributions are as follows:
• Collecting and sampling a dataset covering different conversation modalities.
• For the first time evaluating the performance of Open IE in the area
of conversational texts over the created dataset.
• Evaluating the performance of Open IE on conversations after text
simplification.

5
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1.6

Outline

The outline of the thesis is as follows: In the next chapter, available conversational datasets, relation extraction and text simplification approaches are
reviewed. Chapter 3 describes our methodology for creating a test dataset
and Open IE. In chapter 4, experiments are described and two systems are
compared. At the end in chapter 5, conclusion and future works are presented.

6

Chapter 2

Background and Related
Work
In this chapter, first available conversational datasets have been reviewed.
Then relation extraction approaches (traditional and open) have been briefly
reviewed. Then text simplification which has been used as a preprocessing
step has been described at the end.

2.1

Conversational Datasets

There are different conversation modalities or domains including chats, emails,
meetings and blogs which are distinguishable by different characteristics they
have. Conversations can be categorized into two groups of synchronous and
asynchronous. In synchronous conversations such as meetings and chats,
turns happen with minimal gap and overlap between them. In asynchronous
conversations such as fora discussions, emails, microblogs and blogs, different people can participate at different times or even same time making a
more complicated conversational structure [9].
The length of turns in different conversation modalities vary. While
there is no limit on the length of turns in synchronous conversations, length
of other modalities are usually limited. For example, in twitter, each tweet
must be 140 character long and as a consequence tweets are much more
cryptic and concise with more abbreviations than other modalities.
Due to extensive research on conversational data for summarization and
opinion mining, there are several publicly available datasets for most modalities but there is no dataset covering all different types of conversation domains. Available corpora are as follows:
• Meetings: AMI and ICSI corpora. AMI corpus consists of 100 hours
of scenario and non-scenario meetings [10]. ICSI corpus consists of 75
non-scenario or natural technical meetings held by ICSI researchers
[30].

7
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• Chats: Tux4kidss chat logs. Tux4Kids develops free software for educational purposes. The target users are kids. The dataset consists
of four chat threads in plain text format. In these chat sessions freesoftware and educational topics as well as Tux4Kids business are discussed.2
• Social networks and microblogs: Because of privacy concerns, microblogs such as tweets and people’s posts on other social networks
such as Facebook are not publicly available or there is a limit on the
number of posts which can be downloaded using their API.
• Emails: W3C, BC3, and Enron corpora. BC3 Email dataset was
originally developed for summarization and contains 40 email threads
and 261 Emails from W3C corpus [59]. Enron corpus contains natural
emails written by 150 employees in Enron corporation [37].
• Reviews: Among datasets for reviews on products and services is
Opinosis Dataset which was originally developed for summarization
and contains reviews on 51 topics. Others are customer reviews on 5
products [36], amazon product reviews [31], and movie review dataset
released by Pang and Lee3 .
• Blogs: There are several blog datasets including Spinn3r blog dataset4
and Splog Blog Dataset5 .

2.2
2.2.1

Relation Extraction
Introduction

Relation extraction is the task of finding semantic relationships between a
set of entities in text. Relation extraction approaches can be divided into
two categories: Traditional IE and Open IE. In Traditional IE, the relation
of interest has to be specified in advance while in Open IE, various relations
can be extracted without requiring any prior knowledge. In the next two
sections both approaches have been described.
2

http://www.geekcomix.com/tux4kids/chatlogs/
https://bitbucket.org/speriosu/updown/wiki/Corpora
4
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/other.html
5
http://ebiquity.umbc.edu/resource/html/id/212/Splog-Blog-Dataset
3
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2.2.2

Traditional IE

In Traditional IE systems the relation of interest has to be specified in advance. To extract a specific relation, some of these systems use hand-coded
extraction patterns or semi-supervised (bootsrapping) machine learning approaches to learn extraction patterns using a few seed instances of the relation. Among those systems are DIPRE [7], Snowball [2], KnowItAll [22],
Espresso [47], Leila [54], SRES [50], Luchs [27]. Supervised relation-specific
approaches look at relation extraction as a binary classification task to identify whether there is a relation between two entities or not e.g. [26, 40, 66].
One has to provide those systems with new extraction patterns and training examples for new relations. They also require one pass over corpus for
each relation and hence, these approaches are not scalable with the size and
variety of the web corpus [5].
DIRPE [7] finds all occurrences of seed pairs, which represent the arguments of a given relation, and construct a 6-tuple for each occurrence in
the corpus. Then it induces new patterns of the relation by grouping those
tuples based on the order and context between the arguments. In the next
iteration, the new patterns are used to find new seed pairs and hence new
patterns for the relation. This procedure will continue till some criteria are
met.
Snowball [2] is an improvement over DIRPE with the difference that
each pattern is represented by a 5-tuple including context before, between,
and after a pair of named entity tags. In a single pass they cluster the found
tuples and create a controid pattern for each cluster to be used in the next
iteration for finding new instances of the relation. After each iteration, they
evaluate each pattern by its precision in extracting relation instances. In
the same way, each new instance in the next iteration is evaluated based
on the pattern used to extract the relation and its similarity to the pattern
according to the similarity function. Unlike DIRPE, Snowball evaluates and
filters new patterns which helps it prevent noise propagation. It has a more
flexible pattern matching approach compared to DIPRE but suffers from
too many specific patterns it generates because of the way they represent a
pattern.
The main goal of KnowItAll [22] is to extract entities (unary predicates).
It uses generic patterns to learn domain-specific extraction rules. To extract
entities, It accepts a set of entity classes like city and outputs entity instances
extracted from web. It uses the extraction frequency as a mean to evaluate
the likelihood of the extraction.
Mcdonald et al. [40] take a supervised approach and first build a feature
9
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vector for each two named entities based on shallow syntactic structure.
They find binary relations by classifying the feature vectors as related or
not. Then they solve the problem of complex relations (n-ary relations) by
constructing a weighted graph in which nodes are entities and the weight of
edges show the confidence of having a binary relation between those entities.
Then they convert any maximal clique in the graph with geometrical mean
greater than 0.5 into a n-ary relation.

2.2.3

Open IE

Open IE systems address problems we face when using Traditional IE systems by extracting relations from arbitrary sentences without requiring
domain-specific knowledge and target relations in advance. Open IE systems extract web-scale information in the format of relational tuples (arg1;
rel; arg2 ) in one pass or constant number of passes over the corpus. The
relation phrase rel expresses a relation between two arguments arg1 and
arg2.
Common relation extraction subtasks in Open IE are as follows:
1. Preprocessing steps for sentence level analysis including chunking and
parsing [1]
2. Identifying arguments: usually noun phrases [62] or named entities in
the sentence are considered as potential candidates [19, 42].
3. Identifying relation phrase (predicate): through learnt rules, handcoded extraction patterns [22], machine learning, or hybrid [1].
4. Postprocessing and integrating information: including argument and
relation resolution [64], co-reference resolution, deduplication, disambiguation [1, 55].
5. Identifying confidence of the extracted relations: pointwise mutual
information (PMI) [22], noisy-or model, urns or contextual similarity
[21].
Open IE systems differ in the order of step 2 and 3. ReVerb [24] and its
extension R2A2 [23], opposed to other systems, first extracts relation phrase
and then its arguments.
Most Open IE tools such as TreeKernel, SONEX and EXEMPLAR dont
perform the last step which is computing a confidence score for the extracted
relation.
10
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TextRunner, the first Open IE system, starts from candidate arguments,
each pair of base NPs satisfying a set of constraints, and uses a binary classifier to decide whether a relation between them should be extracted. Open
IE systems aim to extract all different types of relations. Since nobody can
determine how many different relations exist in the world, it is not possible to provide these systems with training examples covering all the cases.
As a consequence, some of these systems take a self-supervised approach6
to generate their training data heuristically [5, 62]. To train its classifier,
TextRunner uses a self supervised learner which generates positive and negative examples by using a set of heuristic constraints. It labels extractions
negative if they violate any of the constraints, otherwise positive. Then
they train a CRF to extract relation phrases. TextRunner merges normalized relations and counts number of occurrences in order to later assign a
confidence score to each [6].
WOE [62] also starts by first identifying arguments, NPs in the sentence
satisfying a set of constraints. Then it tries to extract a relation between
them. It heuristically produces training data for its extractor by matching
infoboxes (attribute-value pairs) and sentences in Wikipedia articles. They
compare two different extractors: 1) WOE-POS like TextRunner uses trivial
features like POS tags and a trained CRF to extract relation phrases. 2)
WOE-Parse outputs a relation based on the shortest dependency path between two NPs [62]. Even though infoboxes are incomplete and error prone,
WOE outperformed TextRunner with much higher F-measure but the runtime of WOE-Parse was 30 times more than TextRunner which may not be
suitable for Open IE.
The disadvantage of approaches which first identify arguments in the
relation is that they are prone to mistakenly consider a noun as an argument
while it is part of the relation phrase. It is usually the case for multi word
relation phrases such as ”make a deal with”, ”has a PhD”, ”is a city in”
etc. [24]. Inspired by this, ReVerb [24] starts from verbs in the sentence.
The longest word sequences starting with these verbs which satisfy both
syntactic and lexical constraints will be outputted as relation phrases. The
syntactic constraints are a set of regular expressions based on POS tags
and the lexical constraint simply counts the number of distinct arguments
that the extracted relation takes in the corpus of 500M Web sentences.
Arguments are nearest NPs in the left and right hand side of the relation
phrase satisfying a set of conditions. Later they analyzed 250 random web
pages and noticed that only 65% of Arg1s and 60% of Arg2s are simple
6

Self supervised learning algorithms heuristically label their own training data.
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NPs and there are a handful of other categories covering 90% of other cases.
Inspired by this observation, they trained three classifiers to determine the
left and right bound of Arg1 and the right bound of Arg2. They used a
set of flat features like length of sentence, the context around the argument
and features inspired by their analysis denoting other categories than simple
NPs [23].
There are other approaches that extract relations between named entities
as opposed to noun phrases and hence are less prone to mistakenly consider
a noun as an argument while it is part of the relation phrase. Named entity
extraction is the process of categorizing entities into predefined classes such
as persons and organizations. Despite decades of research in this area, it
is still far way from complete [49, 65]. There are some drawbacks in using
named entities as arguments of relations. First, no named entity extraction
system performs well in all domains and lots of effort is needed to get them
work on other domains than the one they designed for [65]. Second, the
number of named entities extracted by these systems has been restricted
by the number of categories and subcategories of named entities defined.
Usually there is a need to extend the range of named entity categories for
a new domain [65]. Among relation extraction tools falling in this category
are, SONEX, TreeKernel, and EXEMPLAR.
SONEX [42] groups sentences having the same pair of named entities
and presents each such group with a vector of shallow features including
unigrams, bigrams and part of speech patterns of the context between the
pair of entities. Then SONEX clusters these feature vectors and assigns a
label based on these features to each cluster which represents the relation
phrase between the two named entities. They evaluate the extracted relations by their system by that of Freebase7 . Working on blogosphere, their
ultimate goal is to build a scalable system that outputs a social network
of the entities by considering the named entities as nodes and the relation
label as edges of the network.
One of the main problems in Open IE is the variety of relation forms
which makes it very difficult to be effictively learnt through machine learning approaches or be captured through regular expressions and rule based
systems. In addition, there are implicit relations such as ”located in” between Nishapur and Iran in ”Omar Khayyam was born in Nishapur, Iran”
which make extractions much more challenging. To mitigate this problem,
TreeKernel [63] breaks down the relation extraction task into two subtasks.
In the first subtask, they extract entities and feed a SVM model with the de7

http://www.freebase.com
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pendency path between them to decide whether there is a relation between
the entities. As a consequence implicit relations and all relation forms will
be considered. For the second subtask, they employ regular expressions
patterns based on those of ReVerb to extract several candidates for relation
phrase and then utilize another SVM dependency kernel to decide whether
these candidates are correct. Even though the first SVM model does not
put any constraint on the relation form, the input of second one is restricted
to nominal and verbal candidates. Though their approach outperformed
OLLIE and ReVerb for both subtasks, lack of training examples in other
domains makes their method less practical.
[15] showed how semantic role labelers can be used for open relation
extraction. They convert output of these systems to equivalent relational
tuples of TextRunner. According to them, TextRunner is much faster due
to shallow analysis and more practical in the case of limited time but the
semantic role labelers outperformed TextRunner given unlimited time. They
also propose a system which makes use of the union of output of these
systems and is the best given intermediate amount of time.
Mesquita et al. [19] classify relation extraction approaches into three
categories based on the depth of analysis they do: The first category encompasses shallow approaches such as that of TextRunner, ReVerb, and
SONEX which extract relations based on POS tags of the sentences. The
second category takes advantage of dependency parse tree of the sentence;
OLLIE and TreeKernel fall in this category. In their classification semantic role labelers such as Lund [32] and SwiRL [56] are another category of
relation extraction approaches which do a more sophisticated analysis than
dependency parsing. They discuss how increasing the complexity of analysis increases the computational cost but does not essentially lead to a high
increase in the accuracy. As a consequence, they proposed EXEMPLAR, a
rule based system, which utilizes the idea behind the success of semantic role
labelers, considering the connection between relation words and arguments.
By using dependency parse of the sentence instead of semantic role, they
keep computational cost the same as the second category. They show their
approach is superior to other methods when extracting relations between
named-entities not noun phrases.
There are other approaches with different frameworks. One of them is an
unsupervised method to semantically parse or represent meaning of a sentence, which subsumes relation extraction, proposed by Poon and Domingos
[48]. In their setting, the semantic parse of the sentence is the set of fragments obtained by partitioning its syntactic dependency tree and later assigning each fragment to a cluster of semantically identical structures. Each
13
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cluster contains structures syntactically or lexically different but having the
same meaning which resolves the problem of argument resolution and relation resolution. Their goal is to find this set of clusters which corresponds to
target predicates (relations) and objects (arguments). USP takes advantage
of Markov Logic Networks to model the joint distribution for dependency
tree and its latent meaning representation (MR). It tries to maximize the
probability of the observing dependency structures of the sentence by tuning
the weights of first-order clauses. In OntoUSP [58], authors modified the
cluster mixture formula in USP to also include ISA relationships between
clusters which leads to better generalization. For example in their setting,
there is ISA relationship between inhibit and regulate.
Another interesting approach for relation extraction is the approach
taken in SOFIE [55]. SOFIE first converts everything (ontology, text, constraints, and new fact hypotheses) into logical statements. Then they use
logical rules to determine which hypotheses are probably true. They manually developed a set of general rules, conceptually similar to DIRPE and
Snowball, but relation-specific rules can be added later. They use the
weighted MAX-SAT setting to find out set of hypotheses that should be
true in order to have the maximum number of rules satisfied. Their emphasis is more on ontology population and reasoning.
The problem with systems such as ReVerb, SwiRL and WOE is that
there are only capable of extracting verb based relations. Verb based relations are those relations which begin with a verb. ReVerb further limits
these relations to be between arguments and satisfy syntactic constraints.
Even though WOE can find relations not between arguments, it fails to find
those relations which contains nouns such as is CEO of. There are other
types of relations beginning with other syntactic types e.g. author of and
such as which they are not capable of extracting. Another weakness of these
systems is that they ignore context leading to extraction of relations which
are conditionally or supposedly true [38]. For example in the sentence:
If John had a million dollars, he would buy a house.
The relation (John; buy; a house) is only correct when he has a million
dollars.
OLLIE tries to address the weaknesses of previous approaches by taking
advantage of high confidence extractions of ReVerb as input seeds of its
bootsrapper. Unlike other proposed bootsrapped methods for which seeds
are a pair of arguments and bootstrapper considers those sentences that
match both arguments, bootsrapper in OLLIE not only matches arguments
but also relation words. It empowers bootsrapper to learn general open
14
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extraction patterns based on dependency parse tree of retrieved sentences
that can be utilized to extract other relations.
Bootsrapper of WOE-Parse also takes the same approach to learn extraction patterns. The thing that makes a big difference in their performance is
the quality of their seeds. WOE-parse retrieves those sentences in Wikipedia
article that matches infobox values (candidate arguments) and heuristically
considers all the words between arguments as a relation phrase which does
not hold true in many cases causing noisy seeds. OLLIE also introduces a
context analysis component that utilizes the dependency parse tree and two
simple rules to find relations which are conditionally or supposedly true and
adds a filed indicating the conditional truth or attribution. If there is clausal
compliment (ccomp) edge in the tree, they see whether the verb of the tree
exists in a list of communication and cognition verbs. If so, they add the
attribution field to the extracted relation. In the same manner, they add a
causal modifier field, if there is adverbial clause (advcl) edge in the tree and
the first word of clause exists in a list of 16 terms: if, when, although,. Since
these two rules dont cover all the possible conditional or hypothetical true
relations, they train a classifier to decrease the confidence of the relation in
other cases (Mausam et al., 2011).

2.3

Text simplification

In this section, first text simplification (syntactic and lexical) approaches
have been briefly reviewed. TriS, which has been used in the experiments,
has been described in more details at the end.

2.3.1

Introduction

The same meaning can be expressed in many different ways with different
level of complexity to understand. The source of this complexity can be
syntactic or lexical. Syntactic complexity arises from complex, compound
and nested structures usually in long sentences and lexical complexity arises
from use of difficult and less frequent words or ambiguity in their meaning.
Text simplification is the process of simplifying texts while preserving their
meaning and information to increase understandability. Simplified sentences
are easier to understand and easier to process by computers [4].
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2.3.2

Applications and Approaches

Text simplification can be syntactic or lexical. To simplify texts lexically
difficult words are substituted by easier words. For language learners and
people with reading disability difficult words are less frequent words [11,
12, 20]. Hence one of the solutions is to replace those words by the most
frequent synonym in their set of synonyms (including the word itself) [11,
20]. Since words can have different meanings, this approach often leads to
meaningless sentences. To tackle this problem in lexical simplification, word
sense disambiguation can be done [18]. For syntactic simplification, a set of
rules [14, 18, 52] or log-linear models [4] can be utilized to simplify sentences
by breaking down them into shorter and simpler sentences.
Text simplification has been studied for two main purposes: making text
easier to understand for readers with aphasic disability [11] or low literacy
skills [8] and as a preprocessing step for several NLP tasks such as relation extraction [33, 34], semantic role labeling [61], machine translation [46],
summarization [53, 60], and improving accuracy of parsers [13, 14, 52]. Preprocessing text to simplify it has been inspired by the fact that performance
of these systems rapidly deteriorates as the length and complexity of the
sentence increases [13, 33]. Most of the errors in parsing are due to long,
complex, and ambiguous sentences and it has been shown that text simplification eases summarization by shortening sentences and dropping non
essential information. Silveira and Branco [53] showed that removing some
specific structures such as relative clauses, explanatory phrases, and appositions does not decrease the readability and informativeness of the sentence
and hence can be removed to simplify the sentences and output a better
summery. Vanderwende et al. [60] proposed a better extractive summarization system by adding simplified sentences to the input so as to give the
summarization system the option of choosing between simplified sentence
and original sentence.
Unlike previous rule-based approaches for syntactic simplification which
is limited to English language, in [4] a general framework has been proposed, TriS, for syntactic simplification by casting the problem into a search
problem in which among all possible simplified sentences of each sentence,
they find a subset of it that gives the highest probability given the original
sentence e. In the other word, they find the subset S which maximizes the
following equation:
exp( M
i=1 wi fi (S, e))
PM
0
S 0 exp( i=1 wi fi (S , e))
P

p(S|e) = P

(2.1)
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In this equation, feature functions, f(S,e), are based on 177 sentence level
and interactive features extracted from original and simplified sentences. To
learn weight of the features, w, they use online learner MIRA [17]. To build
all the possible simplified sentences, they assume any simplified sentence has
the following structure:
Subject +Verb+ Object
In which Subject and Object are noun phrase (NP). They make a list of all
NPs in the original sentences (plus an empty NP for intransitive verbs) and
a list of verbs in the original sentence. Then they make a list of all possible
simple sentences by enumerating all the possible ways of combining these
two lists. If there are n NPs and m verbs in the sentence this approach will
yield n2 m simple sentences. At the end, they make use of stack decoding
algorithms to find the best subset of this list of simplified sentences that
maximize the equation 1 [4].
Jonnalagadda and Gonzalez [33] showed that syntactically simplifying
sentences using a set of rules helps relation extraction in the domain of
biomedical texts which usually have longer sentences with more abbreviations and relative clauses than less specialized and less technical texts like
news. Being optimized to extract relations among proteins from biomedical scientific literature, it may not be very useful on other domains like
conversational data. As opposed to scientific literature in which sentences
are grammatically correct, sentences in conversational texts are not wellwritten. They are noise-prone and contain ungrammatical text with much
cryptic content. But in both domains, more abbreviations than general text
are usually used. As a consequence, we hypostatize that text simplification
may be of benefit in the domain of conversational data as well. In chapter
4, we test this hypothesis through experiments and present results. In this
study, TriS, has been used to simplify texts before feeding them into OLIIE.
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Chapter 3

Methodology
To fairly evaluate Open IE over conversational data a test dataset covering
different types of conversations and sentences is required. To the best of
our knowledge there is no such dataset and hence we propose a method to
create a dataset that has been sampled from a wide range of conversational
corpora [9] including synchronous conversations (AMI and ICSI corpus),
microblogs (tweets), threaded or asynchronous conversations (Email and
blog threads), and reviews on products and services (Opinosis Dataset). In
the next two sections, first the conversational corpora used for sampling has
been described and then the method proposed for sampling sentences from
these corpora has been described.

3.1

Dataset Creation

The test dataset used in this study includes a total of 600 sentences which
were sampled from 6 conversational corpora (100 sentences from each). The
sampling approach has been described in the next section.
The corpora cover a wide range of conversational data [9] including
synchronous conversations (AMI and ICSI corpus), microblogs (tweets),
threaded or asynchronous conversations (Email and blog threads), and reviews on products and services (Opinosis Dataset). Totally 6 corpora were
used which have been described in the following sections:

3.1.1

Reviews

Writing review is a common way of expressing ideas and opinions about new
products and services. They are usually informal and have colloquial language. Opinosis Dataset 1.0 was originally developed for summarization and
contains reviews on 51 topics such as ”battery life ipod nano 8gb” and ”navigation amazon kindle”. These reviews are about hotels, cars, and electronics
and were collected from Tripadvisor, Edmunds.com and Amazon.com. [25].
This dataset was used as a representative of this conversational modality in
our test dataset.
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3.1.2

Emails

Writing and reading Emails has been the most popular conversational activity and hence one Email corpus was included in the evaluation of Open
IE tools. BC3 Email dataset was originally developed for summarization as
well and contains 40 email threads and 261 Emails from W3C corpus [59].

3.1.3

Meetings

Another important conversational modality is meeting. Many people spend
a lot of time in meetings and due to advancement in transcribing, these
spoken conversations now are available as conversational texts. We have
used two different meeting corpora: AMI corpus consists of 100 hours of
scenario and non-scenario meetings. We used the scenario portion of this
corpus in which four persons participate in the meetings and talk about
designing a remote control [10]; ICSI corpus consists of 75 non-scenario or
natural technical meetings held by ICSI researchers [30]. Both corpora have
native and none native English speakers but ICSI meetings has on average
six to ten participants per meeting which is more than that of AMI scenario.

3.1.4

Blogs and Online Discussions

Blogs and forum discussions are another type of popular conversational texts
in which people share their comments, thoughts and feelings about any topic
posted by the first participant of the discussion which can be news, questions,
events and so on. Slashdot is a website for news stories about technology
along with lengthy discussions and comments of users. The dataset we used
consists of all the threaded discussions of the users for 10 dates.

3.1.5

Social Networks

Nowadays people spend a great amount of time on updating their profile,
reading their friends’ posts, and commenting on them in social networks
such as Twitter and Facebook. The language in social networks is informal
and ungrammatical with lots of abbreviations. The dataset used as a representative of this type of conversations is 5146 random tweets taken from
Twitter.

3.1.6

Dataset Characteristics

Characteristics of datasets has been shown in Table 3.1. As this table shows,
On average Slashdot has longest senences while AMI has the shortest sen19
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Name

#doc

#sent

ICSI
Slashdot
AMI
Opinosis
Twitter
BC3

494
15
137
51
5146
40

80410
8128
76865
6851
3254
2395

#sent
per doc
162
541
556
134
813
59

#word
839874
211180
716382
128150
90802
29642

#word
per doc
1700
14078
5191
2512
22700
741

#word
per sent
10
26
9
18
10
12

Table 3.1: Dataset characteristics.
tences. For tokenizing words, the word tokenizer of NLTK toolkit was used.
A stop list of special tokens were used to filter emoticons and tokens such
as ”LOL”, ”lolll”, ”ah”, and ”!!!”. For Twitter dataset, urls and ReTweet
(RT) expressions were removed from the tweets which increased the accuracy
of extractions of OLIIE about 7% and that of OLIIE-Simplified about 20%.
Because of conversational nature of these datasets word tokenizer made more
errors and its accuracy were lower than other domains. In Table 3.1, the
first column shows number of documents per dataset and the rest of columns
show total number of sentences, average number of sentences per document,
total number of words, average number of words per document, and average
number of words per sentence in order. For twitter dataset each tweet, for
BC3 corpus each thread, and for Opinosis each topic has been considered as
one document.

3.1.7

Sampling Method

In order to evaluate the performance of a relation extraction tool, the test
dataset ideally should contain different types of sentences having different
types of relations. As a consequence, to obtain a representative sample of
sentences, we used two stage stratified sampling. In the first stage, to capture key characteristics of each corpus, each corpus plays the role of one
stratum independently. In the second stage, 100 sentences were sampled
from each corpus (stratum). In the second stage, we did not use a simple
stratified sampling. Instead, we extracted a set of syntactic and conversational features from each sentence and then we grouped them based on the
resulting feature vectors. The stratified sampling has been done based on
the probability of resulting groups. More members in the group, higher the
probability to be chosen for sampling. The feature set used has been shown
in Table 3.2.
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The syntactic features are inspired by the fact that more punctuations
and relative nouns in a sentence make it more challenging for relation extraction tools to extract relation from. Conversational features are those
features which were found to be useful in the domain of conversational data.
We chose a subset of features proposed by Murray and Carenini [44] that
appeared to be useful in the relation extraction task. SMT shows the sum
of Tprob scores. Tprob itself ishows the probability of each turn given the
word. CLOC represents the sentence position in the conversation. Since
it is often more difficult to extract relation from longer sentences, we utilized two features that employ the length of sentence: SLEN and SLEN2
represent the number of words normalized by the longest sentence in the
conversation and turn respectively. CWS shows conversation cohesion and
is computed after removing stopwords. It represents the number of words
appearing in other turns except the current turn. CENT1 shows the similarity of the sentence to the conversation and is computed based on the
cosine value between the sentence and the rest of the conversation.
Syntactic
features

Conversational
features

Question
WH count
Punc count
SMT
CLOC
SLEN
SLEN2
CWS
CENT1

A binary feature indicating whether
the sentence is a question
Number of relative pronouns in the
sentence
Number of punctuations in the sentence
Sum of Tprob scores
Position in conversation
Globally normalized word count
Locally normalized word count
Rough ClueWordScore
Cosine of sentence and conv., w/ Sprob

Table 3.2: Feature set used in sampling sentences.

3.2

Open IE on Conversational Data

We were not able to use TreeKernel because of lack of training examples in
our domain. SONEX and EXEMPLAR were not used since they extract
relations between named entities and were able to extract only few relations
while OLIIE extract hundreds of relations between noun phrases.
The relations extracted by OLIIE from the created dataset manually
evaluated following a set of rules and they were labeled as correct if they were
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adherent to those rules and deemed to be correct. OLIIE performance were
evaluated before and after simplification based on the number of extracted
relations, the accuracy of extracted arguments and relation phrases, and the
informativeness of confidence score.

3.3

Text Simplification for Open IE

For the task of information extraction, only syntactic simplification will be
useful since the purpose of lexical simplification is to improve readability
for human not computer. Hence, in this study only the effect of syntactic
simplification will be evaluated for the task of relation extraction. For text
simplification, TriS which is a syntactic simplifier has been used to syntactically simplify texts before feeding them into OLLIE. Experimental results
are presented and discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Results
4.1

Evaluation Metrics

Evaluating relation extraction approaches is difficult due to the subjectivity
and ambiguity of the task. It is not only difficult for automatic systems but
also for human to decide whether there is a relation in the sentence and if
so, which words of the sentences form the relation [19, 63]. Another type of
ambiguity arises from the definition of an entity. For example in the sentence
”John went to Starbucks coffee shop”, one may say the second argument of
the relation ”went” can be ”Starbucks coffee shop”, ”Starbucks”, or both,
while someone else considers only ”Starbucks coffee shop” as the correct
argument.
Evaluating and comparing recall of Open IE tools becomes even more
challenging than accuracy with the presence of implicit relations and relations for which the relation phrase has not been stated in the sentence.
For example, in the sentence ”Rumi, a poet, was born in Nishapur, Iran”
one may consider the relation ”located in” between Nishapur and Iran even
though the relation phrase has not been appeared in the sentence. In the
sentence ”John broke the residence rules” one may conclude the implicit
relation lives in between ”John” and ”the residence” as well. As a consequence, Open IE tools which extract relations between noun phrases don’t
report the recall of their system. Instead, they use accuracy and number
of exactions as a way of comparison. As a consequence, the performance of
OLLIE were evaluated before and after simplification based on the following
metrics:
• The number of extracted relations
• The accuracy of extracted arguments and relation phrases
• Informativeness of confidence score
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4.2

Results

Two experiments have been performed. In the first experiment, we fed
the created dataset into OLLIE and report the accuracy of arguments and
relation phrases extracted. In the second experiment, these sentences first
were simplified by TriS and then they have been fed into OLLIE. The second
system, OLLIE using text simplification as a preprocessing step, will be
referred as OLIIE-Simplified. The result of these experiments has been
shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. In all tables, the bold numbres show the
times OLLIE outperformed OLIIE-Simplified. The columns, from left to
right, show number of extractions, accuracy of the first argument, accuracy
of the first argument when relation phrase is correct, accuracy of the relation
phrase, accuracy of the second argument, accuracy of the second argument
when relation phrase is correct, and accuracy when both arguments and
relation phrase are correct.
TriS failed to simplify most of the sentences in AMI and ICICS corpus
due to lack of punctuations or wrong punctuations which has made sentences too long to be simplified by TriS. As a consequence, accuracy and
average confidence score for them has not been reported in the second experiment. Whenever TriS did not have any suggestion for simplifying the
sentence the original sentence were fed into OLIIE. As the Table 4.2 shows
text simplification considerably improves accuracy of extractions for both
arguments and relation in all cases except Slashdot dataset. TriS were not
able to simplify sentences in Slashdot dataset correctly mostly because of
errors in sentence tokenization.
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show average confidence scores OLIIE and OLIIESimplified assigned to the extractions. From left to right, the columns show
average confidence score of all extractions, average confidence score of correct relations, average confidence score of the incorrect relations, average
confidence score when both the first argument and relation phrase is correct,
average confidence score when the first argument is incorrect and relation is
correct, average confidence score when both the second argument and relation phrase is correct, average confidence score when the second argument
is incorrect and relation is correct, and average confidence score when both
arguments and relation phrase are correct.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 compares their accuracy and confidence scores when
both arguments and relation phrase are correct. Figure 4.3 compares their
confidence scores when relation phrase in incorrect. As this figure shows,
OLLIE-Simplified assigned lower confidence scores to incorrect extractions
on average.
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#Extractions

Arg1
acc.

ICSI
AMI
BC3
Slashdot
Reviews
Twitter

292
650
148
301
372
90

73.6%
80.0%
79.0%
79.5%
65.6%
66.7%

Table 4.1:
Simplified.

Relation
phrase
acc.
47.9%
71.5%
73.0%
76.4%
64.5%
62.2%

Arg2
66.8%
66.3%
69.6%
74.3%
61.8%
70.0%

Arg2 acc.
when relation
is correct
57.9%
52.0%
32.4%
63.7%
53.5%
52.2%

All correct
acc.
45.2%
43.2%
48.6%
54.1%
40.9%
45.6%

Accuracy before simplification. The bold numbres show the cases OLLIE outperformed OLIIE-

Dataset

#Extractions

Arg1
acc.

BC3
Slashdot
Reviews
Twitter

141
211
233
99

74.5%
77.3%
65.2%
73.7%

Table 4.2:
OLIIE.

Arg1 acc.
when relation
is correct
56.8%
61.2%
61.5%
65.4%
51.3%
55.6%

Arg1 acc.
when relation
is correct
66.0%
63.6%
55.4%
63.6%

Relation
phrase
acc.
77.3%
76.8%
68.2%
72.7%

Arg2
acc.
71.6%
74.7%
65.7%
79.8%

Arg2 acc.
when relation
is correct
68.1%
63.6%
54.9%
64.6%

All correct
acc.
58.2%
51.5%
44.2%
55.6%

Accuracy after simplification. The bold numbres show the cases OLLIE-Simplified outperformed
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Dataset
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Corr.
rel

Incorr.
rel

Corr. Arg1
and rel

ICSI
AMI
BC3
Slashdot
Reviews
Twitter

0.6
0.56
0.61
0.66
0.64
0.7

0.43
0.4
0.46
0.49
0.42
0.44

0.15
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.21
0.26

0.36
0.35
0.39
0.42
0.34
0.4

Incorr.
Arg1 and
corr. rel
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.04

Corr. Arg2
and rel
0.36
0.3
0.37
0.41
0.34
0.38

Incorr.
Arg2 and
correct rel
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.06

All
corr.
0.29
0.26
0.31
0.35
0.27
0.34

Table 4.3: Average confidence score before simplification. The bold numbres show the cases OLLIE outperformed
OLIIE-Simplified.
Incorr.
Incorr.
All
Corr. Arg2
All Corr. Incorr. Corr. Arg1
Arg2 and
Arg1 and
Dataset
corr.
and rel
ext
rel
rel
and rel
correct rel
corr. rel
BC3
0.69 0.54
0.11
0.46
0.08
0.48
0.06
0.4
Slashdot 0.7
0.49
0.12
0.4
0.09
0.41
0.08
0.33
Reviews 0.66 0.47
0.17
0.39
0.08
0.38
0.09
0.31
Twitter
0.74 0.54
0.19
0.47
0.07
0.48
0.05
0.42
Table 4.4: Average confidence score after simplification. The bold numbres show the cases OLLIE-Simplified
outperformed OLIIE.
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All
ext
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4.3

Analysis and Discussion

If we analyze the accuracies of relation phrase and arguments when relation phrase is correct, we see that OLLIE has the best performance on
Slashdot and BC3 corpora in order and the worst on Reviews corpus. As
Table 4.2 shows OLLIE-Simplified has also the worst performance on Reviews corpus but the best performance on BC3 corpus. Both systems have
the worst performance on Reviews corpus which might be due to language of
reviews. In reviews, people express their opinions and feelings using phrases
and incomplete sentences. Some examples of such sentences are as follows:
”accurate GPS for not so much money”, ”Better battery life”, ”FAR better with wireless function on”, ”NO USER REPLACEABLE BATTERY”,
”Easy to read, navigate, etc.”, ”Significant improvements to ergonomics and
navigation”. With the same logic, better performance on Slashdot and BC3
corpora might be due to language in these corpora. BC3 corpus contains
emails written in a corporation which usually have more formal and grammatical sentences. Slashdot is a website for news stories about technology
along with lengthy discussions and comments of users with probably more
technical and grammatical content. Overall, the most difficult conversational modality for relation extraction for both systems is reviews. The
easiest ones for OLIIE are blogs and emails and for OLLIE-Simplified are
emails and microblogs (Twitter).
According to Table 4.1 and 4.2, both systems extract more relations from
Review corpus8 . OLLIE extracts more relations than OLLIE-Simplified except for Twitter corpus for which OLLIE-Simplified extracts more. It might
be due to the way OLLIE works. OLLIE tries the same relation phrase
with different pairs of arguments but only one of these extractions is correct. Even though OLLIE-Simplified extracts fewer number of extractions
for most corpora, the extractions are more distinct.
As Table 4.3 and 4.4 show, OLLIE is less confident in AMI and ICSI
extractions while OLLIE-Simplified is less confident in Reviews extractions.
Considering all extractions regardless of being correct or not, both OLLIE
and OLLIE-Simplified are most confident in Twitter extractions.
As results show, OLLIE-Simplified assigned lower confidence scores to
incorrect relation phrases in all cases and higher confidence scores to correct
extractions for most datasets. As a consequence we conclude that text
simplification improves the informativeness of confidence scores.
8

As we were not able to run TriS on AMI and ICSI corpora we omit them here in
comparison.
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Figure 4.1: Accuracy of extraction when the both arguments and relation
phrase are correct. The largest increase in the accuracy can be seen for BC3
and Twitter corpus, 13% and 10% in order.

Figure 4.2: Average confidence score when the both arguments and relation
phrase are correct. The largest increase in the confidence score can be seen
for BC3 and Twitter corpus in order.
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Figure 4.3: Average confidence score when the relation phrase is incorrect.
The largest decrease in the confidence score of incorrect relation phrases has
happend for Twitter corpus.
As figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the largest increase in accuracy and confidence score can be seen for BC3 and Twitter corpora in order. As opposed to
what we thought text simplification has been much more useful and advantageous for corpora with shorter sentences. As figure 4.3 shows the largest
decrease in confidence score of incorrect relation phrases has happend for
Twitter corpus.
Text simplification is very effective in increasing accuracy of OLLIE for
Twitter dataset. Tweets have much more cryptic content and abbreviations
than other conversations since they must be at most 140 characters long.
This results again verifies the result found by Jonnalagadda and Gonzalez [33] that text simplification greatly helps relation extraction when the
amount of cryptic content and abbreviations in text is much more than less
specialized and less technical texts like news.
Text simplification is not very effective in increasing the accuracy of
OLLIE for Slashdot dataset due to errors in sentence tokenization and its
lengthy sentences. Sentence tokenizer made more mistakes in this dataset
than other datasets which lead to poor performance of TriS in simplifying sentences in Slashdot. Slashdot has the longest sentences among other
corpora and as opposed to what we thought, TriS did not work well when
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sentences were too long. It might be due to the way TriS simplifies sentences
in which it builds its search space based on all noun phrases in the sentences.
Each system finds distinct relations not found by the other system.
Hence a new system which utilizes the union of extracted relations of the
two systems will outperform both systems in terms of recall.
Another interesting finding is that OLLIE is more capable in accurately
finding the first argument of the relation while OLLIE-Simplified more accurately extracts the relation phrase and the second argument.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work
To evaluate Open IE in the domain of conversational texts, a method was
proposed to create a test dataset covering a wide range of conversational
data.
Conversational text poses new challenges due to its specific characteristics including cryptic content, lots of abbreviations, ungrammatical and
informal language. As a consequence text simplification was used to mitigate the problems.
We discussed why text simplification will be useful for this task and
should be used as a preprocessing step in relation extraction. The approach taken to sample from conversational datasets and experiments were
described and two systems were compared.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time Open IE has been
evaluated in the domain of conversational data. We proposed a method
to sample a test dataset covering a wide range of conversational data. We
showed text simplification empowers relation extraction in the domain of
conversational texts. Experimental results show that OLLIE-Simplified outperforms OLLIE in terms of accuracy and informativeness of the confidence
score.
As opposed to what we hypothesized text simplification has been much
more useful and advantageous for corpora with shorter average sentences.
Text simplification has been much more effective in increasing the accuracy
of OLLIE for Twitter dataset which has much more cryptic content and
abbreviations than other conversations due to its length limit (at most 140
characters).
Overall, the most difficult conversational modality for relation extraction for both systems is reviews. The easiest ones for OLIIE are blogs and
emails and for OLLIE-Simplified are emails and microblogs (Twitter). In
reviews, people express their opinions and feelings using phrases and incomplete sentences leading to difficulty in relation extraction. Emails written
in a corporation usually have more formal and grammatical sentences and
technical blogs like Slashdot have more technical and grammatical sentences
which helps relation extraction.
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Each system finds distinct relations not found by the other system.
OLLIE-Simplified can find new relations not already found by OLLIE and
hence a new system which utilizes the union of extracted relations of two
systems will outperform both systems in terms of recall. OLLIE is more
capable in accurately finding the first argument of the relation while OLLIESimplified more accurately extracts the relation phrase and the second argument. A unified system that takes advantage of these findings, would
outperform both systems.
Since conversational data has special characteristics, a text simplifier developed to deal with conversational data would be of more benefit. Another
direction will be to evaluate the effect of text simplification on other Open
IE systems and in other domains.
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